
The TC-AC 270/50/8 is a versatile compressor with an operating pressure of 8 bar and is suitable for a wide range of compressed air work. The

regulated working pressure can be set precisely via the pressure reducer and, like the unregulated boiler pressure, is displayed via a pressure gauge.

Various pneumatic tools can be connected without tools thanks to quick coupling. The 50-litre tank offers sufficient air reserves for time-consuming

work. The oil lubrication of the pump ensures the longevity of the compressor. The compressor is also equipped with: Drainage screw, transport

handle, wheels, vibration damping stand, check & safety valve. The boiler is covered by a 10-year guarantee against rust penetration.

Air Compressor

TC-AC 270/50/8
Item No.: 4007360

Ident No.: 21011

Bar Code: 4006825665628

Features & Benefits
The 50l tank offers sufficient air reserves-

Oil lubrication ensures longevity-

Many applications up to 8 bar can be set by pressure regulator-

Pressure gauge/quick-release coupling for contr. working pressure-

Large pressure gauge for unregulated boiler pressure-

Wheels and carrying handle for easy transport-

Vibration-damped stand provides a secure footing-

Safe use thanks to check valve and safety valve-

Drain cock for a user-friendly maintenance-

10 years warranty against rusting through of the tank-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 220-240 V  |  50 Hz

- Max. engine power 1800 W  (2.5 PS)

- Engine speed 2850 min^-1

- Pump speed 2850 min^-1

- Suction capacity 270 L/min

- Output power at 0 bar 140 L/min

- Output power at 4 bar 125 L/min

- Output power at 7 bar 100 L/min

- Max. operating pressure 8 bar

- Tank volume 50 L

- Number of cylinders 1 Pieces

- Sound pressure level;  Lpa 75 dB (A)

- Sound power level; Lwa 97 dB (A)

Logistic Data
- Product weight 30.08 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 32.08 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 740 x 330 x 670 mm

- Pieces per export carton 1 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 32.08 kg

- Dimensions export carton 760 x 330 x 665 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 156 | 324 | 432

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved

GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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